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To avoid the damage of micro-cracks and delamination during the 
processing of electronic components, appropriate environmental 
storage is essential. The introduction of lead-free soldering and  
the associated higher processing temperatures involved makes  
moisture management even more critical.

In this collection of articles published in SMT 007 magazine, Rich Heimsch  
of Super Dry Totech discusses the issues of moisture damage and specialized 
moisture management and tracking technology for Components and PCBs.
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Standard
Handling, Packing, Shipping, and Use of Moisture/ 
Reflow and/or Process Sensitive Components

The advent of surface mount devices (SMDs) introduced a new class of quality 
and reliability concerns regarding damage from the solder reflow process, 
such as cracks and delamination. This document describes the standardized 
levels of floorlife exposure for moisture/reflow sensitive SMDs along with the 
handling, packing, and shipping requirements necessary to avoid moisture/
reflow related failures. Companion documents J-STD-020 and J-STD-075 define 
the classification procedure and JEP113 defines the labeling requirements.

For moisture sensitivity, moisture from 
atmospheric humidity enters permeable 
packaging materials by diffusion. Assembly 
processes used to solder SMDs to printed 
circuit boards (PCBs) expose the entire 
package body to temperatures higher than 
200 °C. During solder reflow, the combination 
of rapid moisture expansion, materials 
mismatch, and material interface degradation 
can result in cracking and/or delamination of 
critical interfaces within the device.

Typical solder reflow processes of concern 
for all devices are infrared (IR), convection/
IR, convection, vapor phase reflow (VPR), hot 
air rework tools, and wave solder, including 
full immersion.Non-semiconductor devices 
may exhibit additional process sensitivities 

beyond moisture sensitivity such as thermal 
sensitivity, flux sensitivity, or cleaning process 
sensitivity.

The purpose of this document is to provide 
manufacturers and users with standardized 
methods for handling, packing, shipping, and 
use of moisture/reflow and process sensitive 
devices that have been classified to the levels 
defined in J-STD-020 or J-STD-075. These 
methods are provided to avoid damage from 
moisture absorption and exposure to solder 
reflow temperatures that can result in yield 
and reliability degradation. By using these 
procedures, safe and damage-free reflow can 
be achieved. The dry-packing process defined 
herein provides a minimum shelf life of 12 
months from the seal date.

IPC/JEDEC J-STD-033C
February 2012

Supersedes IPC/JEDEC J-STD-033B

Includes Amemdment 1

October 2005
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Controlling Oxidation and Intermetallics 
in Moisture-Sensitive Devices

MORE THAN JUST DRY AIR

To avoid the damage of micro-cracks and de-
lamination during the processing of electronic 
components, appropriate environmental stor-
age is essential. The introduction of lead-free 
soldering and the associated higher processing 
temperatures involved makes moisture man-
agement even more important. Lead-free reflow 
increases the consequent saturated vapor pres-
sure within components considerably (up to 30 
bars). The same component that could be safe-
ly processed before lead-free becomes a mois-
ture sensitive device with limited floor life. The 
difference is often two sensitivity levels higher 
classification (MSL) and shorter allowable expo-
sure time (“floor life”).

Component suppliers should deliver these 
moisture sensitive components in effective pro-
tective packaging to avoid absorption of humid-
ity during transport and storage. These mois-
ture barrier bags (MBB) are made from multi-
ple layers of plastic and aluminum. Properly 
prepared and sealed, they are also a protective 
packaging that can prevent oxidation. ESD bags 
or zippered plastic bags do not protect against 
moisture. After opening the package, the time 
begins during which the components absorb 
humidity. Depending upon ambient humidity 

and temperature, the components can be safe-
ly used only within a limited time period. This 
time period is classified by the IPC/JEDEC J-Std 
033C. 

When a component has exceeded the al-
lowed exposure time the component can be 
dried and made safe again through a baking 
process, traditionally done at 125°C. The com-
ponent should be processed especially careful-
ly after that. A repeated absorption of humidi-
ty must be avoided because the baking process 
should not be repeated. 

Even one exposure to baking at these tem-
peratures induces oxidation and inter-metallic 
growth, which reduces the wetting ability of the 
connection surfaces. Intermetallic thickness has 
been shown to increase by approximately 50% 
when baking at 125°C for four days. Thicker in-
ter-metallic layers can lead to a reduction in sol-
der joint integrity and in extreme cases reduce 
solderability.  

To fight this well-known effect, many sup-
pliers of baking ovens provide an additional re-
duction of oxygen by means of a nitrogen at-
mosphere or vacuum during the drying process. 
Setting the clock back to zero for the compo-
nent can take in excess of 72 hours, inevitably 

Figure 1: Saturated vapor pressure. Figure 2: Wetting times.
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bringing along considerable costs for nitrogen, 
and only a low rest-oxygen content of less than 
13 ppm stops the oxidation.

Lead-Free Soldering Alloys  
Because of the considerably higher content 

of tin in lead-free soldering alloys, the need to 
consider oxidation protection during storage 
has increased in importance. This is caused by 
higher oxidation tendencies of these alloys and 
the generally more difficult wet ability and flow 
properties of lead-free soldering alloys.

The Oxidation Process
The oxygen causing the oxidation originates 

from two different sources. The first is the oxy-
gen molecule, found world-wide in our atmo-
sphere. However, because of its strong atomic 
bond it only occurs at temperatures higher than 
40°C. The second and in fact more aggressive 
bearer of oxygen is the water molecule. Here, 
the oxygen atom weakly connected, and con-
siderable oxidation can be observed at low tem-
peratures. This means that not the content of 
oxygen, far more the content of humidity is 
decisive for the oxidation percentage in stored 
components. Technically, it is possible to solve 
both problems at the same time. However, it is 

important to avoid heating above 40°C there-
by eliminating the air-oxygen as a reaction part-
ner, and to provide a strong dehumidification 
of the air at the same time. To achieve this, dry 
storage systems have been designed that can 
produce internal atmospheres of below 1% RH. 
With this extremely low content of humidity 
it is possible to protect the components against 
the additional absorption of moisture and also 
to remove the moisture already absorbed. As 
the diagram below shows, even storage in very 
clean nitrogen does not provide actual dehu-
midification of components as levels under 0.1 
Wt % are not possible.

Modern Desiccant Technology
Ultra-low humidity desiccant technology 

is now available that can sustain a low rest-hu-
midity of <0.5% RH (0.05 grams H20/m3) ef-
fectively a “moisture vacuum.”  The latest tech-
nology also provides recovery times (after door 
openings) of less than three minutes. This pro-
vides practical working access throughout the 
day without raising the average RH above the J-
Std-033C specified safe storage level. 

Unlike clay or silica, these storage areas 
(which can be thousands of cubic feet in size) 
use a crystal known as zeolite. It is a molecu-

Figure 3: Drying efficiency.

CONTROLLING OXIDATION AND INTERMETALLICS IN MOISTURE-SENSITIVE DEVICES
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lar sieve—that is to say, the size and shape of its 
structural openings are that of H2O molecules. 
And those water molecules are literally sifted 
from the air inside the cabinet. The desiccant is 
never touched by operators, and it never needs 
replacing, because the systems have automatic 
regeneration cycles.

This 0.5% RH enables not just safe storage, 
but an effective drying of components, even at 
room temperature. This is impossible to achieve 
with nitrogen alone. (Disagree? Put an apple in 
one of each type of cabinet and see what they 
look like after a day.) 

Components stored in ultra-low RH cabi-
nets utilizing such technology are thus dehu-
midified, even at ambient temperature. Increas-
ing the temperature to 40°C (the point as not-
ed previously, at which most alloys will not ox-
idize) while maintaining 1% RH can further 

accelerate the drying time of components with-
out oxidation or intermetallic growth, and at 
10% of the operating cost of high-temperature 
baking.  

By virtue of the oxidation protection ex-
plained previously, longer periods of storage 
without the use of moisture barrier bags are also 
practical. Safeguarding the quality and reliabil-
ity of electronic assemblies starts with the con-
trolled storage of components and PCBs.  SMT

Richard Heimsch is a director at 
Protean Inbound and for Super Dry 
in the Americas.

CONTROLLING OXIDATION AND INTERMETALLICS IN MOISTURE-SENSITIVE DEVICES

Faster production of 
advanced, flexible elec-
tronics is among the 
potential benefits of a 
discovery by research-
ers at Oregon State 
University’s College of 
Engineering.

Taking a deeper look at photonic sintering of 
silver nanoparticle films—the use of intense pulsed 
light (IPL) to rapidly fuse functional conductive 
nanoparticles—scientists uncovered a relation-
ship between film temperature and densification, 
which increases the density of a nanoparticle thin-
film or pattern, leading to functional improve-
ments such as greater electrical conductivity.

The engineers found a temperature turn-
ing point in IPL despite no change in pulsing en-
ergy, and discovered that this turning point ap-
pears because densification during IPL reduces 
the nanoparticles’ ability to absorb further energy 
from the light.

This previously unknown interaction between 
optical absorption and densification creates a new 

understanding of why 
densification levels off 
after the temperature 
turning point in IPL, and 
further enables large-ar-
ea, high-speed IPL to re-
alize its full potential as 
a scalable and efficient 

manufacturing process.
Rajiv Malhotra, assistant professor of mechan-

ical engineering at OSU, and graduate student 
Shalu Bansal conducted the research. The results 
were recently published in Nanotechnology.

Intense pulsed light sintering allows for faster 
densification over larger areas compared to con-
ventional sintering processes such as oven-based 
and laser-based. IPL can potentially be used to sin-
ter nanoparticles for applications in printed elec-
tronics, solar cells, gas sensing and photocatalysis.

Products that could evolve from the research, 
Malhotra said, are radiofrequency identification 
tags, a wide range of flexible electronics, wearable 
biomedical sensors, and sensing devices for envi-
ronmental applications.

Advance in Intense Pulsed Light Sintering Opens Door 
to Improved Electronics Manufacturing
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by Rich Heimsch
SUPER DRY-TOTECH EU

Industry 4.0 changes the rules of the game 
for manufacturing. It holds great promise for 
significant increases in productivity by con-
necting machines with information technolo-
gies and the Internet. 

Companies that use new technologies for 
Industry 4.0 are more competitive because 
they produce at lower costs and possess the 
flexibility to meet wide ranging and quickly 
changing customer requirements. Industry 4.0 
is upon us, and those that are prepared to im-
plement it now will actively shape and lead 
the change.

Mass customization is a marketing and man-
ufacturing concept that merges the personaliza-
tion and flexibility of custom-made with the 
low cost per unit for which mass production 
is known. The 4.0 environment advances this 
concept towards reality. With all useful infor-
mation available at any time, in any location, it 
is possible to economically produce individual-
ized products in very small batches. Companies 
that implement Industry 4.0 produce faster, 

with more flexibility, greater efficiency of ma-
terial, and reduced complexity and downtime.

This greater efficiency of material often 
means robotically automated inventory logis-
tics and tracking systems that virtually eliminate 
manual material handling, and are integrated 
with enterprise-wide MES and ERP systems. lt 
has some additional meaning and unique re-
quirements in the production of printed circuit 
board assemblies (PCBA) and the management 
of the inventory involved there. These include 
not only maintaining the known whereabouts 
of tens of thousands of devices, but to also track 
the status of their exposure time to ambient at-
mosphere. Most individual devices assembled 
into a PCBA, including often the PCB substrate 
itself, are susceptible to moisture absorption 
and have various but specifically limited floor 
life available before they become a severe risk 
to elevated temperature processing, the meth-
od by which all of the PCBA interconnections 
are made. During reflow soldering, when tem-
peratures as high as 260°C are applied, excessive 
moisture (i.e., > 0.1% water weight) that has 
permeated the components’ hygroscopic en-
capsulation can escape in sudden bursts, crack-

In Pursuit of 4.0

FEATURE
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ing open the packaging and exposing the en-
capsulated die and its interconnections to per-
meating oxygen, typically resulting in field fail-
ures (often not end-of-line defects).

There are eight different levels of moisture 
sensitivity, expressed in hours of available floor 
life ranging from unlimited, to less than 24 
hours. It is imperative that floor life exposure 
be known at all times, in order to prevent mois-
ture induced damage. It is possible to “reset” de-
vice floor life by removing the moisture, but it 
must be done under carefully controlled condi-
tions in order to retain its solder-ability and use-
fulness. For instance, oxidation and intermetal-
lic growth are both detrimental to the intercon-
nection process and both are induced by high-
temperature baking to remove moisture. 

The documented management of these is-
sues is critical to avoiding field failures and 
product liability nightmares. This management 
is frequently accomplished with fully automat-
ed warehouse robotics, as introduced earlier, 
but also sealed within low humidity environ-
ments (<5%). As parts are moved to and from 
the assembly floor, real-time reporting of the 
whereabouts and condition (floor life exposure) 
of each device needs to be available, for opti-
mum inventory utilization and moisture safety. 

Not all manufacturing businesses feel that 
they can afford such large-scale automation, or 
have not yet or will not grow enough to warrant 
the associated investment. Their MSD manage-
ment consists of one or many desiccant dry cab-
inets and heated floor life reset cabinets, which 
are manually loaded and unloaded. 

Nonetheless, the key essence of the 4.0 so-
lution is available to them. The same software 

that tracks and traces devices robotically moved 
on and off the assembly floor is available for 
less automated environments as well. Dry stor-
age cabinets can be located at different points 
across a factory floor, or in different buildings 
across a manufacturing campus. At any loca-
tion, operators are able to scan components 
and PCBs into and out of discrete safe storage 
cabinets, as well as floor life reset cabinets. The 
software automatically maintains accurate sta-
tus of their location and floor life exposure and/
or floor life reset status. These various locations 
can also include ambient atmosphere inventory 
warehouses storing unlimited floor life devices 
or components still in their MBBs.

Discrete dry cabinets can be networked to-
gether, with all operating parameters avail-
able for tracking in real time and tracing back 
in time. This information automation enables 
manufacturers of any size to comprehensively 
maintain control of all their component inven-
tory, and particularly their moisture sensitive 
devices. 

Whether integrated with existing ERP and 
MES systems or used in a standalone fashion, 
real time monitoring and traceability of mois-
ture sensitive inventory helps manufacturers 
of any size on the path to achieving their 4.0 
goals.   SMT 

Richard Heimsch is a director at 
Protean Inbound and for Super Dry-
Totech EU in the Americas.

IN PURSUIT OF 4.0

In his recent columns, Dan Feinberg wrote 
about the many new products showcased at 
CES 2017, including drones, autonomous cars, 
robots, IoT devices, and even smart trash cans. 
But what about truly disruptive technologies that  
will radically change the way things are made 
and used and the way we live? In this column, 
he discusses three of the most disruptive tech-

nologies that will change the way we design and 
make electronic (and other) devices, the way we 
commute and the way we are entertained as well 
as the way we travel. Over the next five to ten 
years these areas will undergo radical and disrup-
tive change and that change will be happening 
rapidly.

To read Dan’s article, please click here.

CES 2017: Disruptive Technologies

http://smt.iconnect007.com/index.php/article/102127/ces-2017-disruptive-technologies/102130/
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Headquartered in Eindhoven, Netherlands, 
Prodrive Technologies is a global provider of 
world-class technical products, systems, and au-
tomation solutions. From servo drives to auto-
mated guided vehicles (AGVs), Prodrive builds 
it, and creating their own factory of the future 
has been a significant part of their success.

At a time when numerous companies 
around them chose to move their manufactur-
ing to lower cost geographies, Prodrive decid-
ed instead to develop and integrate automation 
solutions for the production of their high mix, 
low to high volume products. With a strong 
focus on quality, flexibility, and productivity, 
they have proven to possess a globally competi-
tive production environment—located in West-
ern Europe. From the moment Prodrive Tech-
nologies started with in-house production, they 
viewed automation in an unconventional way. 
Working in a dynamic industry and producing 
over a thousand different products every year 
demands flexible automation. They believe that 
critical focus for successful automation must be 

trained upon the processes and not the prod-
ucts. With this philosophy, over a thousand dif-
ferent products are being handled by the same 
automated processes.

Creating their own systems that support or 
improve the production processes is one of Pr-
odrive Technologies’ core competences. The Pr-
odrive Technologies AGVs are a good example 
of an in-house development, taking care of the 
intelligent transport of components and prod-
ucts. The AGVs are not only used to optimize 
their internal processes, but are now also avail-
able for outside sale. Prodrive Technologies is 
a fast-growing company with a high diversity 
in products, which makes flexibility in trans-
port essential. After an extensive market re-

search, Prodrive Technol-
ogies decided to develop 
their own AGVs that ac-
tually provide the flexi-
ble and intelligent trans-
port needed. Taking care 

of the transport, the 

by Rich Heimsch
SUPER DRY-TOTECH EU 

Prodrive Technologies: 4.0 in Action

MORE THAN JUST DRY AIR
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sembly that is completely automated and digi-
tized and had increased their productivity enor-
mously.

 
The Component Tape Flow

Every electronics manufacturer deals with 
large numbers of components used in the pro-
duction process. These components are placed 
on component tapes that can be used by the 
pick and place machines for PCB assembly. Cur-
rent technology has advanced such that this 
flow of component tapes is fully automated, 
from inbound to the moment they are ready 
to be loaded onto the pick and place machines. 
Even more important, processes are set up in a 
way that provides complete tracking and trac-
ing of the components at all times, eliminating 
manual handling and reducing errors. 

This automated process is set-up as follows. 
All incoming reels are handed to a robot that is 

AGVs increase Prodrive Technologies’ produc-
tivity and enable 24/7 production without hu-
man interference. They navigate without sup-
porting infrastructure through the factory, find-
ing their way from pick-up locations to drop-off 
locations.

In this age, smart minded companies con-
tinuously search for flexible automation and 
digitalization of their processes. Track and trace 
become essential parts of every automation pro-
cess. Industry 4.0 is a good example of an initia-
tive that helps companies getting ready for the 
next industrial revolution, focusing on flexible 
automation, digitalization, and track and trac-
ing throughout the whole supply chain. Em-
bracing these ideas in such a way has enabled 
manufacturing in Europe be globally competi-
tive and significant amounts of manual labor 
redeployed. Prodrive developed a components 
logistic process for printed circuit board as-

PRODRIVE TECHNOLOGIES: 4.0 IN ACTION

Figure 1: Prodrive Technologies’ AGVs navigate without supporting infrastructure through the factory, 
finding their way from pick-up locations to drop-off locations.
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execution system (MES). Using the location in-
formation in an intelligent way for smart sched-
uling and assignment of the slots, the opera-
tor handling time and the margin of error with 
tapes and feeders is reduced substantially. Hav-
ing supporting systems like the feeder carrier 
also prevents loss of tapes which causes search-
ing time and mistakes like placing the wrong 
tape on the machines.

The final step before PCB assembly is plac-
ing the feeders with the tapes into the pick and 
place machines. The process has reduced man-
ual handling to only two steps, the remainder is 
completely automatic. 

The Benefits
During the whole process, there is real-time 

insight of component locations and produc-
tion process status. Using real-time information 
to prepare future production batches not only 
gives a huge productivity increase, it also helps 
reducing product lead times and increases flex-
ibility. The margin of error is being eliminated 
by a real-time control of the MES and ERP. By 
continuously investing in intelligent automa-
tion and productivity, the setup of this process 
is a real-world example of how to build the fac-
tory of the future.   SMT

Rich Heimsch is a director at 
Protean Inbound and for Super 
Dry-Totech EU in the Americas. To 
read past columns or to contact 
Heimsch, click here.

able to automatically recognize tapes using vi-
sion technology. With 3D vision, it recognizes 
specific characteristics of the reels and scans the 
unique barcode. The reel gets a unique serial 
number and the component information is au-
tomatically logged into the ERP system. Placed 
in a standardized carrier, they are ready to be 
transported to storage locations. For the most 
efficient process, multiple trays are stacked by 
a robot cells. Automated guided vehicles (AGV) 
were chosen for transportation because they are 
systems that take care of transportation in both 
an automated and autonomous way. 

AGVs deliver reels or trays to the central, ro-
botically manned “warehouse.” This warehouse 
is environmentally controlled for both humidi-
ty and temperature, enabling the intricate man-
agement of all moisture sensitive components. 
The component tapes are being delivered by the 
AGVs to selected entry points. Reels are identi-
fied and the type and floor life (both exposed 
and remaining) are immediately known. Five-
axis robots then place each reel into a best fit lo-
cation. Best fit not only physically, but with re-
spect to the components’ MSL and floor life ex-
posure, which may mean <5% rH or an elevat-
ed temperature low rH area for floor life reset.

When a reel is needed for production, it will 
be automatically located, selected and handed 
out to the operator, who puts it into a feeder 
that is used to place the tapes in the aforemen-
tioned AGVs. Feeder carriers are specially de-
signed to increase the tracking and tracing of 
components throughout the logistic process. 
Every slot of the feeder carrier has an own iden-
tity and is connected with the manufacturing 

PRODRIVE TECHNOLOGIES: 4.0 IN ACTION

During the recent IPC APEX EXPO 2017 in San Diego, Cal-
ifornia, Chintan Sutaria, president of CalcuQuote, discusses 
with I-Connect007 Editor Stephen Las Marias how their RFQ 
management system, with its risk assessment feature, helps 
EMS customers improve their supply chain. He also talks 
about how their new BidCQ solution is improving the bid-
ding process.

Watch The Interview Here

Real Time with...IPC: 
CalcuQuote on Risk Assessment and RFQ Management

http://smt.iconnect007.com/index.php/column/102267/more-than-just-dry-air/
http://realtimewith.com/rtwboot/show.php?id=96&vid=4204
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The storage of moisture sensitive electronic 
components and materials is problematic, and 
manufacturers with long term storage require-
ments face additional obstacles.

Requirements for long-term storage are in-
creasing. Why?

1. Component Obsolescence
Due to rapid changes in packaging design 

and material, companies find themselves forced 
to purchase additional quantities of compo-
nents in order to guard against the impact of 
component obsolescence on their final product 
designs. This in turn creates an issue of long-
term inventory storage.

2. Short Product Lifecycles
Product lifecycles have become very short 

with new models being released sooner than 
ever before. However, many manufacturers in 
industries including automobiles, aviation and 
avionics, military and railway must guarantee 
the availability of replacement parts including 
PCBs for ten or even twenty years. This demands 
the advance purchase and extended storage of 

components and materials. Further complicat-
ing the problem is that most components can-
not be stored for more than a few years without 
very special handling procedures.

Risks
The biggest danger posed is humidity. It is 

the cause of two of the biggest defect causes: ox-
idation and diffusion. 

Because of surface oxidation, components 
and PCBs can suffer from reduced solderablity, 
which often results in complete failure. Diffu-
sion of vapor and noxious substances in the in-
ner structure of the components or PCBs can 
result in long-term disintegration of conductor 
paths and insulation layers. Both risks can be 
avoided by correct handling and dry storage. 

The Oxidation Process—
Contact Corrosion 

In an ultra-dry atmosphere, there is no cor-
rosion. For corrosion to occur, two demands 
must be met: there must be a means of oxida-
tion and a watery solution, which works as an 
electrolyte. 

by Rich Heimsch
SUPER DRY-TOTECH EU 

Solutions for Long-term Storage of 
Electronic Components and Compositions

MORE THAN JUST DRY AIR
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er the components or PCB’s absorb humidity 
and with this the permissible processing time 
decreases.

All components classes 2a to 5a in accor-
dance with the classification of IPC/JEDEC J-
STD020D absorb no moisture with a vapor pres-
sure of < 2.82.  At this level, they can be stored 
and processed indefinitely. (IPC/JEDEC-STD033C 
table 7-1). 

Storage cabinets should maintain, over 24 
hours, on average a vapor pressure of <0.95 mbar. 
In a humidity protection bag with a rest pressure 
of <6 mbar the vapor pressure is <0.15 mbar.

Both systems, dry storage cabinet and hu-

The oxygen in the air forms the means of 
oxidation, the vapor (humidity) the electrolyte. 

The critical limit at which oxidation with 
oxygen takes place lies in accordance with the 
metal or alloy at between 40–70% RH. This 
means that more than eight grams of vapor per 
cubic meter must be present. 

The Diffusion Process
The vapor in the atmosphere diffuses into 

hygroscopic materials. The cause of this is the 
so-called vapor pressure—this means the par-
tial pressure of the vapor which is present in 
the air. The higher the vapor pressure, the fast-

SOLUTIONS FOR LONG-TERM STORAGE OF ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS AND COMPOSITIONS

Figure 1: Component micro-cracking resulting from the absorption and rapid release of moisture.

Figure 2: Component processing time.
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Intermetallics
Intermetallic compounds form when two 

unlike metals diffuse into one another creating 
species materials which are combinations of the 
two materials. Intermetallic growth is the re-
sult of the diffusion of one material into anoth-
er via crystal vacancies made available by de-
fects, contamination, impurities, grain bound-
aries and mechanical stress. There are a num-
ber of locations within the electronic package 
where these dissimilar metals are joined. These 
include die level interconnects and wire bonds, 
plating finishes on lead frames, solder joints, 
flip chip interconnects, etc. Growth of interme-
tallics during the storage period can occur and 
reduce the strength.

Intermetallic growth rate is strongly tem-
perature-dependent and doubles for each 10°C 
temperature increase. This aging process can be 
slowed by appropriate cooling. However, the 
risk of whisker formation of tin alloys increases 
with decreasing temperature. Studies and prac-
tice have shown that a storage temperature of 
12°C is optimal in order to best mitigate both 
risks.   SMT

Rich Heimsch is a director at 
Protean Inbound and Super 
Dry-Totech EU in the Americas. 
To read past columns or to contact 
Heimsch, click here.

midity protection (a.k.a. moisture barrier) bag, 
reliably and effectively protect from moisture dif-
fusion.

For storage periods of more than five years, 
a combination of the two systems is recom-
mended. The storage in humidity protection 
bags with nitrogen present within a simple dry 
storage cabinet with 5% RH.

Critical to the effectiveness of the bags, 
however, is that the construction is mechan-
ically stable and exhibits a very low percent-
age of diffusion. The IPC/JEDEC-STD033C de-
mands a Moisture Vapor Transmission Rate 
(MVTR) of less than 0.002 g/100 in² in 24 
hours at 40°C. This demand is only met by 
bags which have a thickness of 150 µm; 90 
µm-bags have a substantially higher diffu-
sion percentage and are therefore not suitable. 
Moisture barrier bags are available that remain 
significantly below the maximum value as laid 
down in the IPC standard with an MVTR of 
0.0006 g/100 in².

The bags must of course also be ESD-safe; 
they must be marked as receptive to humidity 
and be provided with a label upon which the 
moisture-sensitivity-level and the packing date 
are clear.

Procedures such as those outlined above 
have been successfully utilized to eliminate the 
oxidation and diffusion hazards of long term 
storage. However, another risk of long term 
storage must also be considered.

SOLUTIONS FOR LONG-TERM STORAGE OF ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS AND COMPOSITIONS

With RoHS requirements in full swing, com-
panies must adapt and adapt quickly as lead 
based soldering will be completely phased out 
by 2019 in Europe. In this interview during the 
recent IPC APEX EXPO 2017 event in San Di-
ego, California, AIM Solder’s Timothy O’Neill, 
technical marketing manager, talks about their 
two new lead-free alloys that are proving to 
enhance reliability for high end applications 
while minimizing issues with voiding.

Watch the interview here.

Real Time with... IPC: Tim O’Neill Discusses 
Latest Developments in Lead-Free Soldering Market

http://smt.iconnect007.com/index.php/column/102267/more-than-just-dry-air/
http://realtimewith.com/rtwboot/show.php?id=96&vid=4193
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In part one of this series, we reviewed some 
of the reasons why long term storage of electro-
nic components is both a problematic, as well 
as an increasing requirement for many electro-
nic assemblers. 

Rapid changes in packaging design and 
material force companies to purchase forward 
quantities to guard against the impact of com-
ponent obsolescence on their final product.

Product lifecycles have become very short 
with new models being released sooner than 
ever before. Many manufacturers in industries 
including automobiles, aviation and avionics, 
military and railway must guarantee the availa-
bility of replacement parts (including PCBs) for 
10 or even 20 years. This demands the advance 
purchase and extended storage of components 

and materials. Further complicating the pro-
blem is that most components cannot be stored 
for more than a few years without very special 
handling procedures.

IPC JEDEC Standards
Though the original document was re-

leased almost two decades ago, and new tech-
nologies have been introduced since, IPC/JE-
DEC J-STD-033 addresses a broad range of fun-
damentals regarding moisture-sensitive devi-
ces and their proper handling. Updated sever-
al times since its initial publication, the 2012 
Rev C clarified some storage time definitions, 
but very long term storage of the extent faced 
by manufacturers mentioned above is not com-
pletely addressed.

by Rich Heimsch
SUPER DRY-TOTECH 
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5.3 Safe Storage: Safe storage means dry 
SMD packages held in a controlled humidity 
condition such that the floor-life clock remains 
at zero. Acceptable safe storage conditions for 
SMD packages classified as Level 2 through 5a 
are listed below.

5.3.1 Dry Pack: Dry-packed SMD packages 
in intact MBBs, stored per Clause 3.3, shall have 
a calculated shelf life of at least 12 months from 
the bag seal date shown on the caution or bar 
code label.

5.3.2 Shelf Life: The minimum calcula-
ted shelf life is 12 months from bag seal date. 
If the actual shelf life has exceeded 12 months, 
but less than two years, from the bag seal date 
and the humidity indicator card (HIC) (Clau-
se 5.5.1) indicates that baking is not required, 
then it is safe to reflow the components per the 
original MSL rating. Although unanticipated, 
factors other than moisture sensitivity could af-
fect the total shelf life of components.

Note: An HIC that has been continuous-
ly sealed in the MBB is typically accurate for at 
least two years.

5.3.3 Dry Atmosphere Cabinet: A sto-
rage cabinet which maintains low humidity  
by purging with dry air or nitrogen at 25 ± 
5°C. The cabinet must be capable of recovering 
to its stated humidity rating within one hour 
from routine excursions such as door opening/ 
closing.

 5.3.3.1 Dry cabinet at 10% RH SMD pack-
ages not sealed in a MBB may be placed 
in a dry atmosphere cabinet, maintained 
at not greater than 10% RH. A dry cabinet 
should not be considered a MBB. Storage 
of SMD packages in a dry cabinet should 
be limited to a maximum time per Table 
7-1. If the time limit is exceeded the pack-
ages should be baked according to Table 
4-2 to restore the floor life.

 5.3.3.2 Dry cabinet at 5% RH SMD pack-
ages not sealed in a MBB may be placed 
in a dry atmosphere cabinet, maintained 
at not greater than 5% RH. Storage in a dry 

cabinet may be considered equivalent to 
storage in a dry pack with unlimited shelf 
life.

These guidelines address moisture within 
the component and mitigation of risks during 
reflow, but the solderabilty of components is 
also a significant consideration.

Because of surface oxidation, components 
and PCBs can suffer from reduced solderablity, 
which often results in complete failure. Diffu-
sion of vapor and noxious substances in the 
inner structure of the components or PCBs 
can result in long-term disintegration of con-
ductor paths and insulation layers. Both ris-
ks can be avoided by correct handling and dry 
storage. 

The Oxidation Process—Contact Corrosion 
In an ultra-dry atmosphere there is no cor-

rosion. For corrosion to occur, two demands 
must be met: there must be a means of oxidati-
on, and there must be a watery solution, which 
works as an electrolyte. The oxygen in the air 
forms the means of oxidation, the vapor (humi-
dity) the electrolyte. The critical limit at which 
oxidation with oxygen takes place, depending 
upon the metal or alloy, at between 40 and 70% 
RH. This means that more than eight grams of 
vapor per m3 must be present. As a side note, 
0.5% RH, used commonly today, reduces water 
content to 0.05 grams per m3.

The effects of long-term storage on the sol-
derabilty of components was studied in some 
detail by DFR Solutions, including in one tit-
led “Solderability After Long Term Storage.” In 
this case study, the solderability was assessed 
for components from three different reels sto-
red for up to five years to determine how much 
additional storage life was available. The com-
ponents were either an ASIC in a SOIC package 
or a MOSFET in a TO-252 package. In both si-
tuations, the lead frame plating was tin-based1.

Both oxidation and intermetallic formation 
occurred, as would be expected for the reasons 
described previously. Oxidation can be preven-
ted with the use of low humidity storage, or po-
tentially mitigated with the implementation of 
more aggressive fluxes. 

LONG-TERM STORAGE OF ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS AND COMPOSITIONS

•

•
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Intermetallics, however, cannot be addres-
sed in either of the same ways. Temperature 
therefore is an extremely critical parameter to 
control during long-term storage. Intermetallic 
growth rate is strongly temperature-dependent 
and doubles for each 10°C temperature incre-
ase. This aging process can be slowed by appro-
priate cooling. However, the risk of whisker for-
mation of tin alloys increases with decreasing 
temperature. Studies and practice have shown 
that a storage temperature of 12°C is optimal 
to best mitigate both risks, while maintaining a 
storage humidity of <5% to arrest oxidation and 
preserve solderability.   SMT
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Research from the University of Manchester has 
thrown new light on the use of miniaturized ‘heat 
engines’ that could one day help power nanoscale 
machines like quantum computers.

Dr. Ahsan Nazir, a senior lecturer and EPSRC 
Fellow based at Manchester’s Photon Science  
Institute and School of Physics and Astronomy, 
wanted to see how heat engines performed at the 
quantum level. Heat engines at this scale could 
help power the miniaturized nanoscale machines 
of the future, such as components of quantum 
computers. 

Dr. Nazir’s research, published in the journal 
Physical Review E, showed that heat engines were 
inclined to lose performance at the quantum scale 

due to the way such devices exchange energy 
with external heat reservoirs – and more investi-
gation would be needed to remedy this challenge.

“Recently, much interest has focused on quan-
tum realizations of engines to determine whether 
thermodynamic laws apply also to quantum sys-
tems. In most cases, these engines are simplified 
using the assumption that the interaction between 
the working system and the thermal reservoirs is 
vanishingly small. At the classical macroscop-
ic scale this assumption is typically valid – but we 
recognized this may not be the case as the system 
size decreases to the quantum scale,” explained 
Dr. Nazir. “Consensus on how to approach ther-
modynamics in this so-called strong coupling re-
gime has not yet been reached. So, we proposed 
a formalism suited to the study of a quantum heat 
engine in the regime of non-vanishing interaction 
strength and apply it to the case of a four stroke 
Otto cycle.

“This approach permitted us to conduct a 
complete thermodynamic analysis of the ener-
gy exchanges around the cycle for all coupling 
strengths. We find that the engine’s performance 
diminishes as the interaction strength becomes 
more appreciable, and thus non-vanishing sys-
tem-reservoir interaction strengths constitute an 
important consideration in the operation of quan-
tum mechanical heat engines.”

Miniaturized ‘Heat Engines’ Could Power 
Nanoscale Machines of the Future

http://smt.iconnect007.com/index.php/column/102267/more-than-just-dry-air/
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Guidelines for the proper storage, handling 
and moisture protection of electronic compo-
nents can be found in IPC standards (IPC/JEDEC 
J-Std-033C). Though these date back to 1999, 
there were no published standards for storage 
and moisture protection for printed boards un-
til 2010, and their proper handling is still of-
ten overlooked. But with the correct storage 
control and the use of suitable drying methods, 
considerable manufacturing advantages can be 
gained; PCBs will remain solderable for a much 
longer time and damage during reflow due to 
moisture can be eliminated.

The IPC-1601A (2016 revision) Printed 
Board Handling and Storage Guidelines states 
that “If process controls are ineffective, 
and printed boards have absorbed ex-

cessive moisture, baking is the most practical 
remedy.” It goes on to state, “However, baking 
not only increases cost and cycle time, it can 
also degrade solderability of the printed board 
which requires extra handling and increases the 
likelihood of handling damage or contamina-
tion. In general, both the printed board fabri-
cator and the user should strive to avoid bak-
ing by practicing effective handling, packaging, 
storage, and process controls…”

In addition to moisture management at key 
steps in the fabrication process, 1601 also makes 
clear that boards should be protectively pack-
aged to limit their exposure to ambient humidi-
ty during processing and storage. And packaged 
only after determining that their moisture con-

tent is below the maximum acceptable mois-
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ture content (MAMC) level, which is typically 
between 0.1% and 0.5% moisture weight to res-
in weight.

The document also states “Baking is not rec-
ommended for OSP coatings, as it deteriorates 
the OSP finish. If baking is deemed necessary, 
the use of the lowest possible temperature and 
dwell time is suggested as a starting point.”

Organic solderability preservative (OSP) 
coatings are among the leading surface finish 
options in lead free soldering because they pro-
vide an attractive combination of solderability, 
ease of processing and low cost. Compared to 
alternatives, however, they tend to be the most 
prone to oxidation. The cause for this lies in 
the pure copper surface protected only by the 
OSP coating layer. Under normal climatic con-
ditions in a manufacturing process, after only a 
few minutes there will be a separation of a wa-
ter film at the surface (3–5 atom layers). This 
then starts a diffusion process which leads to a 
vapor pressure balance through the OSP coat. 
Baking also accelerates solid diffusion between 

metals, and increases intermetallic growth. This 
can lead to a “weak knee” or other solderabil-
ity issues if the intermetallic layer reaches the 
surface and oxidizes. Effects upon other finishes 
(immersion tin, immersion silver, ENIG) are fur-
ther detailed in the guidelines.

Just as with components, 125°C bak-
ing temperatures degrade the solderability of 
PCBs. 1601 warns that as little as 4–6 hours 
at that temperature can render HASL finished 
boards unsolderable. Over the decades that 
passed since the J-STD-033 standard was cre-
ated, new technologies were developed and 
proven to safely reset component floor life us-
ing low temperatures and ultra-low humidity 
without requiring extensive time. These 40–
60°C and <1% methods were first adopted in 
Europe, and their recognition and use has now 
spread to North America.

The same methods were applied to PCBs, 
and engineers from the company SMT and Hy-
brid GmbH published their findings in “Produc-
tion of Printed Circuit Boards and Systems”1. 

PCBS ARE MSDS

Figure 1: Chart and legend QFP.
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They stated, “Circuit board manufac-
turers are extremely hesitant at provid-
ing instructions on drying their circuit 
boards. Information from the ZVEI2 
should also be regarded critically. The 
cardinal problem is the high tempera-
ture which is recommended for temper-
ing. If this is applied, the result is often 
de-lamination and distortion of the cir-
cuit boards. Corrosion and the forma-
tion of intermetallic phases of the me-
tallic surfaces are also to be expected.”

Their research investigated “wheth-
er gentle drying at 45°C or 60°C and 
at low relative humidity achieves the 
same result as tempering at high tem-
peratures.”

They began first with QFP compo-
nents, which were saturated and then 
dried in seven different environments, 
referencing J-STD-033 standards in 
their report. 

They then selected four PCB types 
and repeated the same procedures of satura-
tion then drying and weighing to 0.1% water 
weight. This was done using 60°C at <1%, 45°C 
at <1%, and 125°C at 5%. Their summary re-
sults were that “125°C demonstrates the short-
est drying time, however, oxidation of the sol-
dering pads and board warpage make it unsuit-
able for the particular board types tested.”

Conclusion
Their research was conducted just prior to 

the publication of IPC 1601, which now pro-
vides detailed guidelines for the packaging and 
storage of PCBs, both from the PCB manufac-
turer and at the assembler’s manufacturing 
floor. It also describes the solderabilty risks asso-
ciated with high temperature baking. Ultra-low 
RH and low temperatures can significantly miti-
gate those risks while preventing moisture dam-
age during reflow.   SMT
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Figure 2: PCB drying chart.

Figure 3: In addition to extending the safe storage time, 
defects and damage such as popcorning and delamination 
during the reflow process caused by moisture can 
be avoided.
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User report Zollner – 
Totech Dry Tower 
Zollner relies on automated storage systems  
from Super Dry Totech

In the era of industry 4.0, efficiency and traceability in electronics have long 
been an issue with storage systems. In 2014, Zollner Elektronik AG took steps to 
resolve this issue. Germany’s largest EMS service provider turned to automated 
storage systems from Super Dry Totech. Three years ago, the company group 
with 18 locations on four continents and well over 10,000 employees worldwide 
installed a “Dry Tower” from Totech at their Altenmarkt site.

Approximately 170 different 
customer orders are processed 
each week in the SMT 
manufacturing facility at the 
Altenmarkt site. The average batch 
sizes range from 10 to 500 pieces. 
Franz Graßl, team leader 0f SMT 
production in Zollner’s Altenmarkt 
branch, explains why the global 

player has chosen the Dry Tower system.

“Before, we worked with a classic shelf storage and 
paternoster system. The components - 16,500 pieces and 
about 36,000 batches - were stored in individual, clear 
storage compartments and containers. The space required 
amounted to 260 m². When materials were required they 
had to be manually collected from the shelves. So there 
were two drivers that prompted us to look for a new 
solution; a relatively high amount of floor space dedicated 
to storage and the time involved in manually storing and 
collecting materials.

With the Dry Tower from Totech we now use only 80 m² for 
storage. The storage of the moisture-sensitive components 
takes place in specified and controlled conditions. 

Temperature and humidity are always constant. In the past, 
the moisture-sensitive components had to be sealed in 
moisture-tight bags, which created additional time wastage 
and costs, but we now save money and time. 

The automatic storage system is key for the security of 
our moisture-sensitive components. If parts damaged by 
moisture go on to be used in systems in critical applications 
such as medical technology or the railway industry, there 
could be a genuine risk to life. The Dry Tower system 
safeguards us from such potential disasters and stores 
all relevant data of the processed components: data 
on storage, critical states, warning messages and more. 
The Dry Tower is connected to our SAP ERP and MES 
(Manufacturing Execution System) system via a certified 
interface. The systems communicate constantly with each 
other, ensuring complete control and seamless traceability.

We chose the automated storage system from Super Dry 
Totech because the company has extensive experience 
with storage systems from other industries as well, for 
example large pharmaceutical companies. The personnel 
in this industry are not necessarily technically trained and 
therefore the systems have had to prove themselves as 
easy to operate without much technical intervention. 



The final factor in our decision was the customized  
software that was fully tailored to our needs.

The time savings we achieve with Dry Tower are 
considerable. When we send a complete parts list with  
100 different positions to the storage system, within 30 
minutes we have all the necessary components ready 
for use, in the correct order and at the correct location. 
Previously every individual item took a minute to collect  
and get it to the right place.

Since the Dry Tower system has been in use, there has 

been no significant disturbance. Our technically trained 
staff can solve small faults without great effort. Our 
experiences with Dry Tower have only been good and 
we value it as a future-oriented, space-optimized storage 
system with appropriate software support. It supports 
us in process safety and processability and helps us to 
incorporate industry 4.0 principles in our daily work.”

www.superdry-totech.com/dry-tower-system/

In addition, the Dry Tower system is fully adaptable to fit into existing facilities. 
In Altenmarkt, for example, we only had an available height of 3.40 m, but 
this was not a problem for the Dry Tower system. Motor technology, sensor 
technology and electronics are consistent throughout all Dry Tower systems, 
but the dimensions can be readily adapted to suit the space available. 



Our Range 
Dry Storage  
Cabinets
SDB Series
SD Series
SD+ Series
ESDA Series
Drying at 5 - 2% RH  
(with heating up to  
40 °C available as option)

Drying  
Cabinets
HSD Series
MSD Series
Drying at <1% RH  
(with heating up to  
40 °C available as option)

Fast Drying  
Cabinets
XSD/XSDB/XSDR/
XSDV Series 
Drying at <1% RH  
with heating up to 60 °C 
with insulated body

Cooling  
Cabinets
XSDC Series  
long term  
storage & cooling
Cooling down to 2 °C  
with insulated body

Customised  
Solutions
Dry Tower & SDR 
walk in dry rooms

Vacuum  
Packaging  
Machines
SDV Series
Vacuum packaging 
machine up to 5mbar

  info@superdry-totech.com     +31 321 330239    www.superdry-totech.com
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